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Wittmann Morstein Riesling GG 2016
[98] Stuart Pigott (Jamessuckling.com) 

— Top 100 of 2017 —  
— Top 100 German Wines of 
2017 #20 — 
Be prepared! This is the most closed of the 
2016 Wittmann Grosses Gewächs, but it has 
extraordinary finesse. Then the fundamental 
power climbs out of the abyss and pushes 
the incredibly fine, chalky finish out towards 
infinity. Please wait until at least 2018, be-

cause this has enormous potential. No hurry! You can even hang on 
through 2050. November 2017, December 2017

[94] Wine Advocate  
Super clear, fresh and intense but also pure, fine and chalky on the nose,  
indicating remarkable finesse and complexity. The attack on the palate 
is really fresh if not piquant, the wine pure, fresh and mineral, with  
almost no flesh but lots of salt and minerals as well as fine, juicy 
tannins. Still terribly young but precise and well-defined, this is an 
endlessly salty and stimulating Morstein for a long-distance run.  
Gorgeous and very promising in its finesse, elegance and purity. A 
classic from late-ripening grapes. Great, great finesse here and a very 
long, pure finish. There is 33% less Morstein than in a normal year due  
to strict selections in the vineyard and also in the cellar, where only the  
vats with the most persistent wines were chosen to become GG. October 2017

[93] Vinous.com 
Zesty lemon and tangerine are tinged with chalk dust on the nose. 
To the accompaniment of white peach, the citrus fruits turn surpris-
ingly juicy and generous on the palate, which is notable also for its 
almost caressing silkiness. This is Morstein with a generosity, almost a 
youthful charm, that I don’t recall from past installments. A judicious 
measure of dissolved CO2 underscores the wine’s sense of energy as 
well as (again, surprising) buoyancy. Its chalkiness and sheer density 
come back on the finish as palpable pithiness, but generous juiciness 
prevails for rewarding refreshment, while an influx of marine salinity 
stimulates the salivary glands. Too bad that Wittmann reports nearly 
a third less Morstein this year than usual, not so much attributable 
to the rigors of the growing season as to the decisions made about 
which lots to choose and how much to declassify into the village-level 
bottling. May 2018

[18.5] JancisRobinson.com 
I don’t get to drink enough of this Grosses Gewächs to be able to 
confidently declare a change in style, but the 2016 takes me by sur-
prise with its abundance of aromatics and extreme ripeness. Apricot, 
peach and nectarine are just some of the fruits that ooze sweet juice 
on the palate, and a curvaceous body and creamy texture only serve 
to emphasise the generous expression of the vintage. But Wittmann’s 
Morstein does not just rely on big is beautiful, as it adds some fine 
spicy and mineral notes for sophistication. August 2017

[HHHHH] Restaurant Wine 
Morstein is generally considered the greatest Westhofen site, and the 
Wittmann 2016 suggests that it is. It is a terrific wine: subtle, rich, and 
beautifully balanced, with refined character (white peach, honeysuckle,  
apple, lime, pineapple), a very long palate evolution, and a long, vibrant  
finish. Remarkable wine. Needs several more years of aging. 2018 Issues 
#178, #179 & #180

Vinous.com Reviewed by David Schildknecht 
“Peronospora pushed our biodynamic protective treatments to the limit,” observed Philipp Wittmann of May and June 2016, but even in the one rela-
tively flat site on which he depends for a significant share of generic Riesling, losses were not severe. And in common with so many of his colleagues 
throughout Riesling-growing Germany, Wittmann’s enhanced interest in letting his dry wines ferment down to just a few grams of sugar or less did 
not this year risk alcohol levels significantly exceeding 12.5%. In addition to the buoyancy that resulted, I welcome the unapologetic prominence of 
juicy fresh fruit and the sense of transparency generally present in Wittmann’s 2016s, all characteristics no doubt traceable in part to this particular 
growing season, but hopefully also reflective of an evolving style. Wine from the sites he farms can be prominently mineral without being adamantly 
so; can reveal productive tension without being tensed up; and need not forsake a young Riesling’s cardinal duties to delight and refresh.” May 2018 
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Wittmann Aulerde Riesling GG 2016
[95] Stuart Pigott (JamesSuckling.com)
Cool and super-herbal in the nose, before all 
the ripeness and the racy power which this 
site can give charges through and leaves you a 
little breathless. Drink now. September 2017

[92] Wine Advocate  
The 2016 Aulerde Riesling GG is purer, fresher 
and more mineral than ever before. Coming 
from deep and coolish marly soils and vines 
planted in 1951, this is a flinty/smoky and 

lemony Riesling with stunning purity and a coolish character. Pure, 
fresh and intense on the silky-textured palate, this is a well-structured, 
intense but still elegant dry Riesling with ripe fruit flavors, fine grippy 
tannins and lingering salinity. One of the finest Aulerede GGs I can 
remember. October 2017

[92] Vinous.com 
Pungently zesty lime and grapefruit peels meet on the nose, accompa-
nied by quarry-dust chalkiness. On the surprisingly lush palate, tangy 
pineapple core and juicy, pit-inflected white peach join the citrus 
peels and dusty chalk. The wine finishes with vibrancy; admirable 
transparency to chalky, stony, alkaline detail; pronounced piquancy 
that manages not to turn into outright bitterness; an unexpected 
influx of mouthwatering salinity; and just enough primary juiciness 
to refresh. May 2018

[18] JancisRobinson.com 
2016 confirms the Aulerde’s reputation as the most opulent and 
forward of Wittmann’s Grosse Gewächse. Lovers of exotic fragrances 
are indulged by an almost overwhelming exhibition of tropical fruit. 
This generosity does not stop short of the palate, but even adds some 
juicy stone-fruit flavours to the sweet taste of passion fruit, orange 
and pineapple. A full body and rich texture serve as further proof of 
generosity, but a fair sprinkling of fresh herbs, sweet spice and dusty 
minerality make sure that the Aulerde has far more to offer than just a 
pleasant fruit cocktail. August 2017

[HHHH+] Restaurant Wine 
This GG is among the finest of the vintage; wines with elegance, depth, 
and finesse. The Aulerde is very fine: is full bodied, crisp, and medium 
rich; a wine that is ripe and elegant in flavor (pineapple, honeysuckle, 
lime, white peach), well balanced, and very persistent on the finish. 
Needs further aging. 2018 Issues #178, #179 & #180

Wittmann Kirchspiel Riesling GG 2016
[97] Stuart Pigott (JamesSuckling.com) 

— Top 100 German Wines of 
2017 #37 — 
Welcome to the Riesling fjord! Enormously 
deep, but also extremely elegant this is the 
perfect riesling answer to the Grand Crus of 
Burgundy. If you’re in doubt just let this wine 
roll over your palate and pay attention to the 
gigantic finish. Drink now, though this also 
has tremendous ageing potential. September 2017, 
December 2017

[92] Decanter — Dry German Riesling Grosses Gewächs  
       Panel Tasting: Highly Recommended — 
A touch of citrus perfume and plump pear and apple fruits appear on 
the powerful, phenolic nose, then on the palate it shows lovely balance. 
It’s very ripe, with soft but persistent acidity. Elegant, honest and long. 
Drink 2019-2030. July 2018

[92] Wine Advocate  
From an east-facing, very calcareous grand cru that gives more spicy 
rather than fruity flavors, the intensely yellow colored 2016 Kirchspiel 
Riesling GG offers a pure, chalky and spicy nose with concentrated, 
ripe Riesling aromas intermixed with crushed stones. Full-bodied, 
intense and concentrated on the palate, this is a juicy, silky and elegant 
Riesling with stimulating concentration and salinity. Very fine and 
complex. An impressive Riesling from chalk. October 2017

[92] Vinous.com 
Crab apple, lime, chalk dust and a nose-wrinkling sharpness of chili 
pepper combine for a forceful aromatic introduction to this character-
istically stone- and chalk-suffused example of Kirchspiel Riesling. The 
palate impression is dense and the feel is polished, though the stub-
bornly persistent finish is pithily piquant and takes the wine’s sense of  
mineral suffusion in a strikingly palpable direction. Thyme and sage 
serve for trigeminal stimulation and a cooling finishing accent. As usual,  
this Wittmann offering is more formidable than fun. I’m not surprised  

— given prevailing tastes among German wine critics and self-described  
Riesling geeks — that this bottling, along with its Morstein stablemate, 
typically scores top marks in domestic tastings. May 2018

[18.5] JancisRobinson.com 
Although the Kirchspiel opens with its usual generous exhibition of 
exotic and stone fruit aromas, a delightful fragrance of highly scented 
Mediterranean herbs adds intrigue. On the palate, juicy peaches and  
nectarines are joined by exotic spice, sweet herbs and a subtle sprinkling  
of dusty minerality. Ample acidity provides contours to a full body. Three-
dimensional Grosses Gewächs: you can smell it, taste it and feel it! August 2017

[HHHHH] Restaurant Wine 
This GG is among the finest of the vintage; wines with elegance, depth, 
and finesse. The Kirchspiel is superb: a round, medium rich wine 
with very complex chracter (apple, pear, pineaple, lime, honey, peach, 
honeysuckle), excellent balance, and a long, harmonious finish. Can 
be aged. 2018 Issues #178, #179 & #180
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Wittmann Brunnenhäuschen Riesling GG 2016
[97] Stuart Pigott (JamesSuckling.com) 

— Top 100 German Wines of 
2017 #46 — 
Stunning concentration, racy energy and 
minerality that makes you wonder if you’re 
strong enough to take its intensity and radical 
character. Have I any chance to live as long as 
this wine? Drink now and forever.  
September 2017, December 2017

[94] Vinous.com 
As usual, not only is this wine more ingratiating, generously juicy and 
alluringly multifaceted – in short, it’s got charm – than are Witt-
mann’s bottlings from the Aulerde, Morstein or Kirchspiel, but it also 
opens with hauntingly bittersweet thyme-, iris- and gentian-like floral 
notes such as I also associate with his La Borne. Ripe white peach 
adds to the aromatic appeal and forms the basis for a luscious, silken, 
glycerol-rich yet buoyant palate. An aura of chalkiness runs all the 
way through this performance but evinces no sense of adamancy or 
grit. Peach pit piquancy adds invigorating counterpoint and glow 
without becoming outright bitter. The strikingly transparent, herbally 
and florally nuanced finish introduces a wave of saliva-liberating 
marine mineral salts along with smoke and iodine notes suggestive of 
mouthwateringly savory toasted shrimp shells. May 2018

[93] Wine Advocate  
Intense, ripe, pure and salty on the nose, very deep and elegant with 
ripe fruit and spicy/salty aromas. On the palate, this is a full-bodied, 
fresh, finessed and salty dry Riesling with power and grip but also  
purity, finesse and a lingering salinity intertwined with fine tannins. 
This is full-bodied, rich and pure Riesling with excellent aging potential. 
October 2017

[18.5] JancisRobinson.com 
A truly Grosses Gewächs will never be purely based on fruit, but there 
is no harm in opening the performance with an enticing fragrance of 
peach, apricot and citrus fruit. A dusty notion indicates that mineral-
ity will play its part too. As soon as the wine hits the palate the fruity 
pleasantries become just a side show to the main mineral perfor-
mance. Rock solid, taut, powerful, the Brunnenhäuschen is as much 
about structure and finesse, as it is about complexity of flavour with 
its wide array of stony, spicy herbal and fruity nuances. August 2017

Wittmann 100 Hills Pinot Blanc 2016
[90] Wine Enthusiast  
Orange blossoms and lime pith perfume this 
full-bodied Pinot Blanc. Juicy grapefruit and 
lemon flavors are plush on the palate, but 
there’s also a deep mineral core. The finish is 
pristine and pure. Drink now through 2019. 
February 2018
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Wittmann 100 Hills Riesling Dry 2016
 [90] Wine Enthusiast  

Hints of honey and orange blossom soften 
cutting lime and lemon flavors in this medi-
um-bodied Riesling. Dry in style, it’s a zesty, 
intensely thirst quenching wine, with a long 
finish fringed by bitter, waxy lime-pith com-
plexities. Drink now through 2020. April 2018 

[88] Wine & Spirits — Best Buy —  
        — Year’s Best German  

                                   Rieslings — 
The fruit is so plump in this riesling that the wine feels sweet, with 
flavors of peach and apricot nectar filling the mouth. It’s not until the 
finish that the minerality comes up, a spicy, salty savor that brings this 
to a drier close. Give it a chill, and grilled prawns. February 2018

[87] Wine Advocate  
The medium-bodied 2016 Riesling Dry 100 Hills (here from the 
German version AP 0317) has a straw-yellow color and opens with 
an intense and aromatic Riesling bouquet with floral and even flinty 
aromas. It is partly sourced in Nierstein, partly on the sandy soils of 
Westhofen and partly in the neighboring villages and reflects the classic 
Rheinhessen Riesling character. It is a juicy, fresh, straight, piquant and 
salty wine with grip, finesse and intense fruit flavors. October 2017

[87] Wine Spectator  
A light, pure and elegant version, featuring aromas and flavors of 
dried thyme, lemon and green apricot. Offers a moderately long finish. 
Drink now. Web Only 2018

[HHHH+] Restaurant Wine 
Excellent quality and a terrific value, the 2016 100 Hills is dry, medium  
bodied, intensely flavored, and crisp, with a long finish, tasting of 
peach, honeysuckle, lemon peel, and pear. 2018 Issues #178, #179 & #180
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Wittmann Westhofener Riesling Trocken 2016
[94] Stuart Pigott (Jamessuckling.com) 
Here is the special herbal character that makes 
Wittmann’s Morstein so special — and it has 
the kind of power and complexity that you 
expect from a single vineyard wine. Serious 
chalky minerality at the long finish. You can 
drink this now, but it has enormous ageing 
potential. September 2017

[93] Wine & Spirits 
                            — Year’s Best German Rieslings — 
Philipp Wittmann blends this wine from his best sites in and around 
Westhofen, fermenting the fruit in large casks with ambient yeasts 
and leaving it for ten months on the lees. The 2016 shows its ripeness 
in its peach and pear flavor and lemon-curd acidity, then balances it 
with mineral tones that seem to reflect light through the wine. It lasts, 
lifted and fresh, elegant in its lines. February 2018

[90] Vinous.com 
Scents of fresh lime, cherry and white peach anticipate tangy juiciness 
and invigoratingly seed- and pit-inflected piquancy on a firm but not 
adamant palate. A cooling sense of thyme and chalk suffusion adds to 
the appeal of a (for Wittmann Riesling) surprisingly soothing as well 
as buoyant and generously juicy finish. May 2018

[89] Wine Advocate  
The bouquet indicates a riper, warmer, more full-bodied and intense 
Riesling on the nose and this is exactly what you get: a juicy, round 
and full-bodied Riesling with warm and lush fruit, fine chalky tannins 
and a good aromatic finish. Nice grip and salinity. Still very young but 
promising. October 2017

[89] Wine Spectator  
Stone fruit flavors and hoppy notes lead the way in this elegant,  
expressive Riesling, powered by intense acidity that is firm and 
focused. The floral finish features iodine accents that keep lingering. 
Drink now through 2022. Web Only 2018

[HHHH+] Restaurant Wine 
A round, ripely flavored dry Riesling with good depth and balance, and 
a long finish, tasting of pear, lime, honeysuckle, and white peach. Fine 
value. Needs further aging. 2018 Issues #178, #179 & #180

Wittmann Riesling Trocken 2016
[93] Stuart Pigott (Jamessuckling.com) 
If somebody presented this to me as a village 
wine from a top producer then I’d believe 
them, because this has a ton of herbal and 
chalky character at the long finish and is one 
third of the total Wittmann production! Drink 
now. September 2017

[90] Wine Enthusiast  
Pristine notes of lime zest, grapefruit and 

gooseberry persist from nose to finish in this vibrant, dry Riesling. 
Light bodied and bracing, it’s a crisply textured wine with a refreshing, 
long finish. Drink now through 2020. April 2018

[90] Wine & Spirits — Best Buy —  
          — Year’s Best German Rieslings — 
Sourced from Philipp Wittmann’s biodynamically farmed vineyards 
in and around Westhofen, this is tough at first, marked by the scent 
the Germans call sponti, a funky scent that occurs in some rieslings 
fermented with ambient yeasts. Give it time in the glass and those 
notes meld into the wine, building texture and density around the 
crisp green-papaya fruit. Full bodied yet near-weightless, thanks to 
the limey acidity, this has the sort of balance to take on most any food. 
February 2018

[90] Vinous.com 
Lime and apple on the nose suggest the piquancy of their seeds as  
well as the zest and chewiness of their skins – and those are indeed 
prominent features of a firm, lightly cheek-pinching palate. Tangy 
fresh lime brightness, subtle chalkiness and maritime salinity combine  
for a refreshing, invigorating, intriguing, buoyant and mouthwatering 
finish. You can’t ask too much more of a generic “intro-level” Riesling. 
May 2018

[90] Wine Spectator  
Effusive, with aromas and flavors of bergamot, cardamom and jasmine  
tea. Features a generous profile, but remains balanced. This is tasty 
right off the bat. Drink now through 2021. February 2018

[89] Wine Advocate  
Sourced entirely in Westhofen’s calcareous soils and fermented and 
aged predominantly in (large) oak, the 2016 Riesling Trocken has an 
intense, citrus-yellow color and opens with an aromatic bouquet of 
ripe, lush Riesling aromas with floral and delicate chalky aromas. On 
the palate, this is silky-textured, very elegant and balanced Riesling 
with a medium body and a pure, salty, well-structured, dry finish with 
good grip and purity. This is is Wittmann’s liquid philosophy of pure 
and calcareous Riesling from biodynamically farmed, top vineyards in 
calcareous soils. 60,000 liters produced. October 2017

[HHHH+] Restaurant Wine 
Terrific dry Riesling: youthful, fragrant, medium bodied, and 
balanced, with a long, vibrant finish, tasting of lime, white peach, 
pineapple, and honeysuckle. Great value. Can be aged a bit. 2018 Issues 
#178, #179 & #180
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Wittmann Weisser Burgunder Trocken 2016
[94] Stuart Pigott (Jamessuckling.com) 
Here is the special herbal character that makes 
Wittmann’s Morstein so special — and it has 
the kind of power and complexity that you 
expect from a single vineyard wine. Serious 
chalky minerality at the long finish. You can 
drink this now, but it has enormous ageing 
potential. September 2017

[91] Wine Spectator  
An elegant, creamy version, showing beautiful harmony among the 
minerally salinity, striking acidity and crisp orchard fruit flavors. 
Offers a pleasant mouthwatering juiciness midpalate, coupled with 
tangerine zest. Stays focused on the echoing finish. Drink now 
through 2023. June 2018

[90] Wine Enthusiast  
Crisp lemon, tangerine and green apple are zippy and thirst quench-
ing in this dry Pinot Blanc. It’s an intently mineral wine, boasting 
deep veins of crushed stone and mineral. The finish is brisk but  
pristine. Drink now through 2021. February 2018

Wittmann Silvaner Trocken 2016
[87] Vinous.com 
Hints of hay and almond on the nose remind me of Chasselas. There 
is a faintly lactic note and a correspondingly soft feel, even though the 
flavors include not-quite-ripe Bosc pear. A modestly persistent finish 
is nonetheless pleasantly soothing and incorporates village-typical 
chalkiness. May 2018

Wittmann Scheurebe Trocken 2016
[88] Vinous.com 
Mint, grapefruit and cassis check all of the most typical boxes for this  
variety, both on the nose and on the creamy but juicy palate. The finish  
turns subtly but not unpleasantly lactic, perhaps diminishing the wine’s  
potential refreshment, but grapefruit seed piquancy adds some welcome  
counterpoint and the flavors are impressively persistent. May 2018

Wittmann Spätburgunder 2016
[92] Stuart Pigott (Jamessuckling.com) 
A sophisticated, burgundian-style pinot noir 
for a basic estate wine, this is rather  
concentrated with very silky tannins and a 
long, polished finish. From biodynamically 
grown grapes. Drink or hold. September 2018

[89] Wine Spectator  
A nicely sculpted red, with charming kirsch 
and rooibos tea flavors tied to a vivid structure. 

The medium tannins are well-integrated and provide support to the 
fruity core. Elegant, with fine length. Drink now through 2023. Web 
Only 2019

[92] Wine Enthusiast 
Pronounced notes of toast and bramble meld into perfumed violet 
and blackberry in this fresh, elegantly composed wine. It’s ripe and 
silky, yet not at all dense in concentration. A tangy mineral edge and 
brisk acidity linger on the long finish. Enjoy now–2026. June 2019


